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Abstract
Recently, there has been a growing focus in solving approximate pattern matching problems
in the streaming model. Of particular interest are the pattern matching with k-mismatches
(KMM) problem and the pattern matching with w-wildcards (PMWC) problem. Motivated by
reductions from these problems in the streaming model to the dictionary matching problem,
this paper focuses on designing algorithms for the dictionary matching problem in the multistream model where there are several independent streams of data (as opposed to just one in the
streaming model), and the memory complexity of an algorithm is expressed using two quantities:
(1) a read-only shared memory storage area which is shared among all the streams, and (2) local
stream memory that each stream stores separately.
In the dictionary matching problem in the multi-stream model the goal is to preprocess a
dictionary D = {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pd } of d = |D| patterns (strings with maximum length m over
alphabet Σ) into a data structure stored in shared memory, so that given multiple independent
streaming texts (where characters arrive one at a time) the algorithm reports occurrences of
patterns from D in each one of the texts as soon as they appear.
We design two efficient algorithms for the dictionary matching problem in the multi-stream
model. The first algorithm works when all the patterns in D have the same length m and
costs O(d log m) words in shared memory, O(log m log d) words in stream memory, and O(log m)
time per character. The second algorithm works for general D, but the time cost per character
becomes O(log m + log d log log d). We also demonstrate the usefulness of our first algorithm in
solving both the KMM problem and PMWC problem in the streaming model. In particular, we
obtain the first almost optimal (up to poly-log factors) algorithm for the PMWC problem in the
streaming model. We also design a new algorithm for the KMM problem in the streaming model
that, up to poly-log factors, has the same bounds as the most recent results that use different
techniques. Moreover, for most inputs, our algorithm for KMM is significantly faster on average.
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1

Introduction

In the popular streaming model [2, 48] the input is given as a sequence of elements (the data
stream) that may be scanned only once, the storage space is limited, and the amount of time
spent on each element needs to be minimized. In many problems there is also a preprocessing
phase involved. For example, in the basic streaming pattern matching problem, the goal is to
find occurrences of a given pattern (to be preprocessed) of size m in the data stream [52, 18].
The preprocessing phase receives the pattern and creates a sub-linear sized data structure
that is used to locate the pattern in streaming input. Following the breakthrough result of
Porat and Porat [52], there has recently been a rising interest in solving pattern matching
problems in the streaming model [18, 30, 47, 19, 42, 23, 24, 37, 38].
Approximate Streaming Pattern Matching. While Porat and Porat [52] and Breslauer
and Galil [18] addressed the exact match case, which is the purest form of streaming pattern
matching, several papers have focused on approximate versions in the streaming model. The
term approximate pattern matching refers to any pattern matching problem that is not exact
matching. Examples include pattern matching with up to k-mismatches [46, 53, 11, 22,
21, 27, 24, 26, 28], pattern matching with w-wildcards [33, 49, 41, 43, 29, 20, 37], pattern
matching with up to e-edits [56], parameterized pattern matching [6, 12, 42, 15, 16, 17, 39],
function pattern matching [13, 4], swapped matching [10, 3, 5] and many more.
Remarkably, recent results in the streaming model for both the pattern matching with
k-mismatches (KMM) problem [24] and the pattern matching with w-wildcards (PMWC)
problem [37] (both formally defined below) use a similar approach which, in particular,
reduce the approximate pattern matching problem in the streaming model that is being
solved to the dictionary matching (DM) problem in the streaming model. In the dictionary
matching problem ([23, 31, 8, 9, 45, 34, 14, 35, 32, 7, 38]) the goal is to preprocess a dictionary
D = {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pd } of d = |D| patterns (strings over alphabet Σ) so that given a text T we
quickly report all of the occurrences of patterns from D in T . In the streaming model [23, 38]
the text T arrives online, one character at a time, and the goal is to report, for each arriving
character, the id of the longest pattern ending at this character1 . Moreover, a pattern must
be reported as soon as it appears.
The motivation for this paper is due to realizing that the reductions to the dictionary
matching problem mentioned above all suffer from an inefficiency that is due reducing a
single stream approximate pattern matching problem to several instances of the dictionary
matching problem, where all of the instances use the same dictionary but have different
input texts. The results in [24] and [37] use a separate block of space for each instance of the
dictionary matching, even though the dictionaries are the same. If it would be possible to
share the space usage representing the dictionary among all of the instances then that would
imply an immediate improvement in the total space usage. More formally, we introduce the
dictionary matching in the multi-stream model that captures this challenge.
Dictionary matching in the multi-stream model. In the dictionary matching in the multistream (DMMS) problem the input is a dictionary D to be processed, there are s independent
input streams of text T1 , T2 , . . . , Ts , and the goal is to report all of the occurrences of

1

This is a common simplification in which one must only report the longest pattern that has arrived (if
several patterns end at the same text location), since converting such a solution to one that reports all
the patterns is straightforward, and this way the focus is on the time cost that is independent from the
output size.
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patterns from D in any Ti , for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, as soon as the occurrence arrives. An algorithm
for the DMMS problem is allowed to set up a read-only block of shared memory during a
preprocessing phase, whose contents depend solely on D, and s blocks of stream memory, one
for each text stream, to be used privately for each text stream as the text is being processed.
Notice that it is enough to describe an algorithm that works on one stream, as long as the
description details which data is stored in each type of memory. Also notice that a naïve
algorithm would be to use a separate solution for dictionary matching in one stream for each
one of the text streams, where each instance is stored completely in stream memory and
there is no use of the shared memory. The most efficient algorithm for dictionary matching
in the streaming model is due to Golan and Porat [38] using O(d log m) words and the time
per character is O(log log |Σ|), which could be as large as O(log log(m · d)). All of these
complexities are in the worst-case, and their algorithm is correct with high probability. With
the naïve method, the algorithm of [38] implies a solution for DMMS that uses a total of
O(s · d log m) words. This space complexity is inherent in the algorithm of [38] since, in
particular, their algorithm always stores the last Θ(d log m) text characters in each stream,
which does not benefit from shared memory. Thus, algorithms are only of interest if they
can beat this naïve method.

1.1

Our Results

We introduce a new algorithm for the dictionary matching problem in the multi-stream
model, which is summarized in the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. There exists an algorithm for the multi-stream dictionary matching problem
where each pattern has length m that uses O(d log m) words of shared memory, O(log m log d)
words of stream memory, and O(log m) time per character. All of these complexities are in
the worst-case, and the algorithm is correct with high probability.
Notice that we focus on the case where all of the patterns in D have the same length m,
since this case suffices for our applications. Due to space limitations, the following extension
of the results to different length patterns is left for the full version.
I Theorem 2. There exists an algorithm for the multi-stream dictionary matching problem
that uses O(d log m) words of shared memory, O(log m log d) words of stream memory, and
O(log m + log d log log d) time per character, where m = mD is the length of the longest
pattern in D. All of these complexities are in the worst-case, and the algorithm is correct
with high probability.
Thus, if there are s streams of data, the total space usage becomes O(d log m+s log m log d)
words, which is substantially less than the total space usage of the naïve method. By using the
algorithm of Theorem 1 we are able to reduce the space usage for solving several approximate
streaming pattern matching problems, as we discuss next.
Streaming pattern matching with w wildcards. A wildcard character, denoted by 0 ?0 ∈
/ Σ,
is a special character that matches every character in Σ. In the streaming PMWC problem
the goal is to preprocess a pattern P [1..m] that contains w wildcard characters, so that given
a streaming text T the algorithm reports, for each arriving character, whether the current
text suffix of length m matches the pattern. The most efficient known algorithm for the
PMWC problem was given in [37] where we introduced a trade-off algorithm, which for every
0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 uses Õ(w1−δ ) amortized time per character and Õ(w1+δ ) words of space, where
Õ hides poly-logarithmic factors. Our results use a reduction from the PMWC problem to
the DMMS problem. Using Theorem 1 we are able to obtain the following result which is
optimal, up to polylog(m, w) factors.
ICALP 2018
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I Theorem 3. There exists a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm for the pattern matching
with w-wildcards problem in the streaming model that succeeds with high probability, uses Õ(w)
words of space and spends Õ(1) time per arriving text character. Moreover, any algorithm
which solves the streaming pattern matching with w wildcards with high probability must use
Ω(w) bits of space.
The proof of the upper bound for Theorem 3 is obtained by directly plugging the algorithm
from Theorem 1 into the reduction of [37]. The lower bound is based on a straightforward
reduction from the communication complexity INDEXING problem the proof of Theorem 3
is left for the full version.
Streaming pattern matching with k-mismatches. Another application is the KMM problem in the streaming model. In this problem the goal is to preprocess a pattern P [1..m]
so that given a streaming text T the algorithm reports for each arriving character whether
the number of mismatches between P and the current text suffix of length m is at most
k, and if so then the algorithm also reports the number of mismatches. The most efficient
algorithm currently published for this problem
√ is by Clifford et al. [24]. This algorithm uses
2
O(k polylog m) words of space and takes O( k log k + polylog m) time per character. Their
results use a reduction from the streaming KMM problem to the DMMS problem. Using
Theorem 1 we are able to obtain the following result.
I Theorem 4. There exists a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm for the streaming kmismatch problem that succeeds with high probability, uses Õ(k) words of space and spends
Õ(k) time per arriving text character.
A proof of Theorem 4 is obtained by plugging the algorithm from Theorem 1 into
the reduction of [24] (with some minor details) which uses group testing techniques [54,
53, 51, 50, 36]. The space usage of this algorithm is optimal up to polylog m factors [40].
Clifford, Kociumaka and Porat [26] recently posted another algorithm that obtains the same
complexities (ignoring poly-logarithmic factors) but using different techniques. Nevertheless,
we provide a second stronger result.
k-mismatches and periodicity. Clifford et al. [24] introduced the notion of x-period which
captures the generalization of periodicity to work with a bounded number of mismatches.
The number of mismatches between two equal length strings S and S 0 is known as the
Hamming Distance and is denoted by Ham(S, S 0 ). The x-period of a string P of length m
is the smallest integer π > 0 such that Ham(P [1 + π..m], P [1..m − π]) ≤ x. Notice that for
small x, most strings have a high x-period.
I Theorem 5. There exists a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm for the streaming kmismatch problem that succeeds with high probability, uses Õ(k) words of space and spends
Õ(k) time per arriving text character. Moreover, if the 4k-period of P is Ω(k), then the
algorithm spends an average of Õ(1) time per character.
Since the typical assumption is that k is fairly small, the algorithm of Theorem 5 spends
an average of Õ(1) time per character for most patterns. Notice that Theorem 5 immediately
implies Theorem 4. Due to space considerations, the proof of Theorem 5 is left for the full
version.
Organization. In the rest of this paper we give an overview focusing on intuition and the
general ideas of how to prove Theorem 1. The missing proofs and details are left for the full
version.
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Related Work

As mentioned above, the current most efficient algorithm for DM in the streaming model
is due to Golan and Porat [38] where the space usage is O(d log m) words and the time
per character in T is O(log log |Σ|). Another relevant result is that of Clifford et al. [25],
which deals with pattern matching (one pattern) in multiple streams, but not in the classic
streaming model (since the space usage is not sublinear). They show how for s streams
and a pattern of size m, one can report occurrences of the pattern in all of the streams,
concurrently, using O(m + s) words of space.
We emphasize that the Aho-Corasick automata [1] is not a multi-stream solution for the
dictionary matching problem since the shared memory usage is not sub-linear. However, the
stream memory usage is O(1) words.

2

Preliminaries

A string S of length |S| = ` is a sequence of characters S[1]S[2] . . . S[`] over alphabet Σ. A
substring of S is denoted by S[x..y] = S[x]S[x + 1] . . . S[y] for 1 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ `. If x = 1 the
substring is called a prefix of S, and if y = `, the substring is called a suffix of S.
A prefix of S of length y ≥ 1 is called a period of S if and only if S[i] = S[i + y] for all
1 ≤ i ≤ ` − y. The shortest period of S is called the principal period of S, and its length is
denoted by ρS . If ρS ≤ |S|
2 we say that S is periodic.
Fingerprints For a natural number n we denote [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For the following let
Sn
u, v ∈ i=0 Σi be two strings of size at most n. Porat and Porat [52] and Breslauer and
Galil [18] extended the fingerprint method of Karp and Rabin [44], and proved that for every
Sn
constant c > 1 there exists a fingerprint function φ : i=0 Σi → [nc ], such that:
1
1. If |u| = |v| and u 6= v then φ(u) 6= φ(v) with high probability (at least 1 − nc−1
).
2. The sliding property: Let w=uv be the concatenation of u and v. If |w| ≤ n then given
the length and the fingerprints of any two strings from u,v and w, one can compute the
fingerprint of the third string in constant time.
For two strings u and v and a fingerprint function φ, we say that the fingerprint concatenation of φ(u) and φ(v) is φ(uv). If we are given the lengths of u and v then computing the
fingerprint concatenation takes constant time due to the sliding property.
Remark. Our algorithm often uses fingerprints in order to quickly test if two strings are
equal or not. To ease presentation, in the rest of the paper we assume that fingerprints never
give false positives. This assumption is acceptable since the algorithm is allowed to fail with
small probability.

3

Same Length Patterns – Proof of Theorem 1

Throughout the paper, let q denote the current index of the last character in T . The
algorithm initially considers every text location as a candidate for an occurrence of a pattern.
Conceptually, a text location c is considered to be a candidate until the algorithm encounters
proof that there cannot be any pattern in D that appears at location c. This leads to a
naïve solution which stores all of the candidates, and each time a new character arrives
the candidates are tested to see if they are still candidates. Regardless of the method of
testing, this solution is too expensive, in terms of both space and time, since the number of
candidates could be Ω(m).
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In order to reduce the time cost per character, we borrow a technique introduced in [52]
which considers prefixes of the dictionary strings of exponentially growing length. This
technique has been extensively used for streaming pattern matching algorithms [30, 18, 23,
24, 37, 38, 42, 26, 55], but in our case the details are more delicate than usual. Our algorithm
makes use of an increasing sequence of O(log m) shift values ∆ = (δ0 , δ1 , . . . , δ|∆|−1 ) where

δk =

25
if k = 0
6
min(5b 25
δk−1 c, m) otherwise.

Notice that for 1 ≤ k < |∆| − 1 we have δk − δk−1 ≤ δk /5. Denote `k = δk /5. For each
0 ≤ k ≤| ∆| − 1 let Dk = {P [1..δk ]|P ∈ D} be the set of prefixes of patterns from D of
length δk . Let Fk = {φ(P )|P ∈ Dk } be the set of fingerprints of patterns in Dk .
The intuition behind the sets Dk for δk ∈ ∆ is that our algorithm first finds occurrences of
patterns from Dk−1 , and those occurrences are then used for finding occurrences of patterns
from Dk . Notice that D0 contains only constant sized prefixes of patterns (of length 25). It is
straightforward to find occurrences of these prefixes using O(d) words in shared memory, O(1)
words in stream memory and O(1) time per text character. Also notice that D|∆|−1 = D,
and so once a pattern from D|∆|−1 is found, it is reported immediately. Most of the technical
work is on patterns in Dk for 1 ≤ k < |∆| − 1. Thus, the rest of the discussion primarily
focuses on δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δ|∆|−2 .
Testing candidates. Testing whether a candidate c is still a candidate takes place only
when q = c + δk − 1 for some δk ∈ ∆ (so there are only O(log m) tests per each arrival of a
text character). At this point in time, the suffix of T starting at location c is of length δk .
Notice that for c to end up being an occurrence of some pattern it must be that T [c..q] ∈ Dk .
The text fingerprint φ(T [1..q]) is the fingerprint of the text up to the last character that has
arrived, and is maintained with O(1) space and in O(1) time per character. The candidate
fingerprint φ(T [1..c − 1]) is the fingerprint of the text prefix up to location c. With access to
the candidate fingerprint (which we describe below) and the text fingerprint, the algorithm
uses the sliding property to compute in constant time the fingerprint φ(T [c..q]), and then
tests whether φ(T [c..q]) ∈ Fk (thereby testing whether T [c..q] ∈ Dk ) via a static hash table.
One almost trivial way of providing access to the candidate fingerprints is to store (in
local stream memory) the candidates via a linked list together with some additional O(1)
information per candidate to help compute the candidate fingerprint. Unfortunately, the
number of candidates could be as large as Ω(m), and so we cannot afford to store explicit
information for each candidate. Instead, we devise a new method for implicitly storing
the candidates so that whenever a new text character arrives we can quickly infer which
candidates need to be tested (if any), and then quickly extract the candidate fingerprints of
the tested candidates. This task is accomplished with the aid of guiding graphs.
The guiding graph. For each Dk the algorithm stores a directed edge-weighted graph Gk
in shared memory, called a guiding graph. In order to simplify the presentation, we focus
on a simplified version of the guiding graph. A pseudo-forest is an undirected graph where
each connected component contains at most one cycle. Gk is a directed pseudo-forest in
which the out-degree of each vertex is at most 1. Each edge e in Gk has a weight w(e)
and label λ(e) such that there exists a non-empty edge string Se where λ(e) = φ(Se ) and
w(e) = |Se | ≥ 1. For each P ∈ Dk there is an associated vertex vP ∈ Gk . The total size of
Gk is O(|Dk |) = O(d).
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The algorithmic usefulness of Gk is due to a directed path (DP) property which captures
the combinatorial guarantees given by the guiding graph. We first state a stronger version
of the DP property, which unfortunately we do not know how to guarantee as stated. In
Section 4 we give a weaker version, which we do know how to guarantee, but the weaker
version introduces an extra O(log d) factor in stream memory.
I Property 1 (Strong Directed Path Property). Let S be a string where δk ≤ |S| < δk+1 ,
such that the prefix and suffix of S of length δk are Pb , Pe ∈ Dk , respectively. Then there
exists a single directed path π in Gk from vb to ve (which may contain cycles) such that
the concatenation of the edge strings for the sequence of edges on π is exactly S[1..|S| − δk ],
which is the prefix of S until the occurrence of the suffix Pe .
If P ∈ Dk is a substring of S at location h, then the path starting from vb with total edge
weight h − 1 must exist and end at vP , so vP ∈ π 2 . Moreover, for any prefix of π, with total
edge weight w, the concatenation of the edge strings on this path prefix is S[1..w].
The intuition behind the usage of the guiding graph is that the guiding graph cleverly
represents all possible linked lists of candidates in the text interval Ik = (q−δk+1 +1, q−δk +1]
that can ever be encountered by the algorithm. For a location c in Ik , let the entrance prefix
of c be T [c..c + δk − 1]. Notice that c is a candidate if and only if the entrance prefix of c is
some pattern P ∈ Dk . For a candidate c with entrance prefix P ∈ Dk , we denote vc = vP .
Thus, all of the candidates in Ik are the candidates c for which the last verification took
place when the character T [c + δk − 1] arrived, and so the entrance prefixes of candidates in
Ik are patterns from Dk . Let L be the list of candidates in Ik . Let cb (ce ) be the first (last)
candidate in L, and let Pb ∈ Dk (Pe ∈ Dk ) be the string of length δk occurring at location
cb (ce ) in T . Both cb and ce are in Ik , and so ce − cb < δk+1 − δk . Since |Pb | = |Pe | = δk ,
the substring S = T [cb ..ce + |Pe | − 1] has Pb and Pe as its prefix and suffix, respectively, and
δk ≤ |S| < δk+1 . Thus, by the strong DP property, there exists a path πL in Gk from vcb
to vce , and the concatenation of edge strings on πL is exactly S[1..|S| − δk ] = T [cb ..ce − 1].
Moreover, for any candidate c in L we have vc ∈ πL and the concatenation of the edge strings
on a prefix πc of πL from vcb to vc is exactly S[1..c − cb ] = T [cb ..c − 1]. Being that T [1..c − 1]
is the concatenation of T [1..cb − 1] and T [cb ..c − 1], the candidate fingerprint of c is derivable
from the candidate fingerprint of cb and concatenation of the edge strings on πc . Thus, if
Gk is stored in shared memory, then we are able to recover the candidate fingerprints of
all of the candidates in L by storing, in stream memory, a pointer to the beginning and of
πL together with locations cb , ce 3 , and the fingerprint candidate of cb . In some sense this
feature allows us to access information about the history of the text stream, although this
information is not stored explicitly.
Phantom Candidates. While the strong DP property guarantees that every candidate c
in L has a corresponding vertex in πL , the property does not guarantee that every vertex
in πL corresponds to a candidate in L. In particular, let πL = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vx ) and notice
that πL may contain duplicate vertices (since πL may contain a cycle). By the strong DP
property, if the ordered list of candidates in L is (c1 , c2 . . . , cy ) then there exist indices
1 = i1 < i2 < · · · < iy = x such that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ y, vij corresponds to cj . However, for

2
3

Notice that if π contains a cycle, then there may be several prefixes of π ending at vP but only one of
them can have a specific weight.
The reason for storing ce is in order to know where πL ends. This is particularly important when Gk
contains a cycle.
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every 1 ≤ z ≤ x such that for every 1 ≤ j ≤ y, z 6= ij , we have that vz at location z in the
list4 does not correspond to a candidate in L. This means that the implicit representation of
L through πL may contain irrelevant information.
To overcome this issue, we allow the vertices on πL that do not correspond to candidates
to be considered as if they are candidates, which we call phantom candidates. A phantom
candidate is a text location that failed a test in the past, but now is implicitly considered
again because its corresponding vertex lies on a directed path that is implicitly stored via
the path’s endpoints. A crucial aspect of phantom candidates is that they do not affect the
complexity bounds or correctness of our algorithm. This will be made clear in the complexity
analysis. If c is a phantom candidate due to vertex vi ∈ πL , we say that vc = vi .
Updating πL . If L is empty and a new candidate c enters Ik , then πL becomes the single
vertex vc . If L is not empty, let cb and ce be the first and last candidates in L, respectively.
At this time it is possible that cb is a phantom candidate, but we guarantee that ce is not.
Assume by induction that πL is currently the path from vcb to vce where the sum of the
weights on edges of πL is ce − cb .
If a new candidate c enters Ik then by the strong DP property there must exist a path
from vce to vc . Moreover, by the strong DP property, the concatenation of edge strings (as
seen when traversing πL ) from vce to vc is T [ce ..c − 1]. Thus, the only change in memory
needed for storing πL is changing the stored location of the last candidate in Ik to be c,
which is not a phantom candidate.
If cb leaves Ik , then vcb is removed from the beginning of πL . If cb was the only candidate
in Ik then πL becomes empty and we are back to the base case. Otherwise, the new first
candidate c in Ik is reached by following the single outgoing edge e = (vcb , vc ) in Gk . By
the strong DP property, c = cb + w(e), and φ(T [1..c − 1]) is the fingerprint concatenation of
φ(T [1..cb − 1]) and λ(e).
Information stored in shared memory. For each Dk the data structure stores the guiding
graph Gk . In addition the data structure stores the fingerprints in Fk via a perfect hash
table that maps each fingerprint φ(P ) to the id of P . Since the space usage per each δ ∈ ∆
is O(d) words, the total space used in shared memory is O(d log m) words.
Information stored in stream memory. The algorithm maintains the text fingerprint of
the entire text which is the fingerprint of the text up to the last character that has arrived.
This information is updated in constant time per each new character arrival, using the sliding
property of φ.
The algorithm uses a separate data structure for each of the O(log m) text intervals. The
data structure for text interval Ik maintains all the candidates in Ik by storing a pointer to
the beginning of πL , the locations of the first and last candidates in Ik , and the candidate
fingerprint of the first candidate.
Thus, the total space usage per each text interval Ik is O(1), and the total amount of
stream memory used is O(log m).
Character Arrival. We now describe the fairly straightforward processing of a new text
character. In particular, we show that the algorithm spends O(1) time per text interval
each time a text character arrives, for a total of O(log m) time per character. Let T [q] be

4

The reason for addressing the index of vz directly is due to the possibility of cycles.
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the new character that arrives to the stream of text T . The algorithm first updates the
text fingerprint of T in the stream memory, and if φ(T [q − 24..q]) ∈ F0 then the algorithm
inserts q − 24 as a candidate into the first text interval (recall that the last 25 characters in
the text are dealt with via maintaining their fingerprint for this purpose). The candidate
fingerprint for q − 24 is computed via the sliding window property from the text fingerprint
and φ(T [q − 24..q]).
For δk ∈ ∆ the algorithm checks for the existence of a candidate c = q − δk + 1 by probing
the head of the path for Ik . If so, the algorithm has to (1) test c, (2) remove c from Ik , and
(3) if c is still a candidate and k ≤ |∆| − 3 then add c to the data structure for Ik+1 , while if
k = |∆| − 2 then use F|∆|−1 to report the id of a pattern occurrence.
To test a candidate c = q − δk + 1 the algorithm uses the sliding property of φ to compute
φ(T [c..q]) from the candidate fingerprint of c (which is stored in stream memory) and the
text fingerprint. This takes constant time. We assume from now that c is a candidate. The
process for removing a candidate from Ik and adding a candidate to Ik+1 is described above,
and costs O(1) time.
Phantom candidates do not affect complexities and correctness. The treatment of
phantom candidates is exactly the same as the treatment of non-phantom candidates since in
our algorithm we cannot distinguish between the two. In particular, a location c = q −δk+1 +1
that was a phantom candidate before the last character arrived is tested to see if c is an
occurrence of a pattern in Dk+1 . Since c is a phantom candidate this test must fail and c
will not be added to the data structure of Dk+1 (but c could potentially become a phantom
candidate again later on). Thus, allowing for phantom candidates does not affect the correctness of the algorithm. Notice that allowing for phantom candidates to exist does not increase
the space or time complexities: the space usage is unaffected since the phantom candidates
are maintained implicitly within the directed paths, and the time complexity is unaffected
since for each arriving character and for each δ ∈ ∆, at most one candidate (phantom or
not) needs to be considered.

4

Constructing Guiding Graphs

The main technical difficulty is in constructing the guiding graphs. We focus on the
construction of the guiding graph for Dk . Recall that `k = δ5k and that the length of every
string in Dk is δk . A string P ∈ Dk whose prefix of length 3`k appears at least twice in P
is said to be of type τpr , (the “pr" stands for “prefix repetition"). Since the goal here is to
convey the main ideas and intuition of how to construct Gk we begin by making a simplifying
assumption that there are no strings in Dk of type τpr . Removing this assumption requires
introducing periodicity properties of strings, which we briefly address at the end of this
section.
We define the distance between two strings P, P 0 ∈ Dk to be the smallest possible distance
between an occurrence of P and an occurrence of P 0 in any text. Notice that distances are
never negative, and they do not define a metric (P may be at distance 1 from P 0 and P 0
may be at distance 1 from P 00 but P and P 00 might be at distance much larger than 2).
Intuition. The general idea is based on the following observation: if two strings in Dk are
within distance at most `k in the text, then the two strings must share a common substring
of length at least 4`k . However, the converse is not true. That is, not every two strings
that share a common substring of length at least 4`k have distance at most `k ; see Figure 1.
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𝑃1
𝑃2
𝑃3
𝑃4
𝑃5

= prefsharedsubstringsuf
= efsharedsubstringsuffi
= insharedsubstringabcde
= minsharedsubstringabcd
= abcdesharedsubstringxy

Figure 1 An example of strings in the same cluster. Notice that P1 and P2 could occur in a text
within distance 2. Similarly P3 and P4 could occur in a text within distance 1. However, every other
pair of strings cannot appear in any text within distance less than 15.

ab
𝑃1

cd
m 𝑃2

𝑃3 , 𝑃5
aaaadc
𝑃4
abcd
𝑃6

𝑃1
𝑃2
𝑃3
𝑃4
𝑃5
𝑃6

= abcdxyzxyzxyzxyaab
= cdxyzxyzxyzxyaabbc
= mcdxyzxyzxyzxyaabx
= aaaadcxyzxyzxyzxyx
= mcdxyzxyzxyzxyxyx
= abcdxxxxxxxxxxxxba

Figure 2 Examples of tries for clusters of strings of type τnpr .

Nevertheless, we would still benefit from clustering the strings in Dk in a way that guarantees
the following two properties: (1) if two strings from Dk are at distance at most `k then these
strings appear in the same cluster, and (2) all of the strings in the same cluster share a
common substring (possibly at different locations) of length 3`k which we call the seed of the
cluster. Notice that a string in a cluster may contain more than one occurrence of the seed.
In order for seeds to be useful, we require that for a given seed of a cluster and a string P in
that cluster, the location of the seed in P is the location of the first occurrence of the seed
in P .
Given such a clustering, for each cluster separately we construct part of the guiding graph
as follows (for an example, see Figure 2). For any pair of strings in the same cluster with
distance at most `k , the algorithm synchronizes the two strings, based on the position of
the seed in each one of the strings, as follows. Consider the prefix of each such string up
to the occurrence of the seed. Then one of the prefixes must be a suffix of the other prefix.
Thus, we consider all of the prefixes of all of the strings in a cluster, where each prefix of
a string ends right before the occurrence of the seed in that string. We then construct a
compacted trie from the reversal of all of the prefixes and associate each string P ∈ Dk with
the vertex in the trie corresponding to the reverse prefix of P . Each vertex in the trie has
a single outgoing edge e to its parent (the root has out-degree 0), and the edge string of
e is exactly the string corresponding to that edge in the compacted trie. Let T be a text
and let c and c0 be any two non-phantom candidates in Ik . Let P and P 0 be the entrance
prefixes of c and c0 , respectively. The distance between P and P 0 is at most c0 − c ≤ `k , and
so P and P 0 must be in the same cluster. Moreover, T [c..(c0 − 1)] corresponds exactly to the
concatenation of the labels in the compacted trie on the single path from vP to vP 0 5 .

5

Notice that if we were to allow strings of type τpr then this statement would no longer be true.
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Creating Clusters

We consider two separate cases for the strings in Dk that are not of type τpr . The first are
strings in P ∈ Dk that have a substring of length 3`k that occurs at least twice, but since we
do not consider strings from type τpr then the prefix of P of length 3`k does not occur more
than once in P . Such strings are said to be of type τnpr (the “npr" stands for “non-prefix
repetition"). The second are strings that do not have a substring of length 3`k that occurs at
least twice. Such strings are said to be of type τnr (the “nr" stands for “no repetition").
Clustering for type τnpr . Notice that a string P of type τnpr could potentially have several
substrings of length 3`k such that each one of them appears at least twice in P . In order to
remove the ambiguity, we treat the leftmost repeated string of length 3`k in P as the only
one that counts, and call it the base of P .
We cluster the strings of type τnpr according to their base. That is, all of the strings
in the same cluster have the same base, and this base is the seed of the cluster. Thus, we
only need to show that if two strings of type τnpr are at distance at most `k then these
strings appear in the same cluster. The proof that this property holds is based on periodicity
properties and is left for the full version.
Clustering for type τnr . Unfortunately, for type τnr it is impossible to guarantee both
desired clustering properties at the same time. To see this, consider S1 , S2 , S3 , . . . , S7 ∈ Dk
and a text that contains all of these 7 strings, where for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, the occurrence of
Si is exactly `k − 1 positions before the occurrence of Si+1 . Then based on the properties
that we are aiming for, all of these strings must appear in the same cluster. However, it
is straightforward to construct such an example in which S1 and S7 do not share a single
common character.
To solve this problem we modify the definition of guiding graphs by generalizing the
definition of vP for P ∈ Dk , using a weaker version of the DP property, and refining the
properties that we require from the clustering. Instead of requiring each P ∈ Dk to have
a single associated vertex vP , we now allow P to be associated with a set of vertices VP .
Recall that it is possible for a vertex to be associated with more than one string.
k
j
`k
I Property 2 (Weak Directed Path Property). Let S be a string where δk ≤ |S| < δk + log
d ,
such that the prefix and suffix of S of length δk are Pb , Pe ∈ Dk , respectively, where Pb and Pe
are of type τnr . Then there exists vb ∈ Vb to ve ∈ Ve such that there exists a single directed
path π in Gk from vb to ve and the concatenation of the edge strings for the sequence of edges
on π is exactly S[1..|S| − δk ], which is the prefix of S until the occurrence of the suffix Pe .
If P ∈ Dk of type τnr is a substring of S at location h, then the path starting from vb
with total edge weight h − 1 must exist and end at a vertex vP ∈ VP , so vP ∈ π. Moreover,
for any prefix of π with total edge weight w, the concatenation of the edge strings on this
prefix is S[1..w].
The strong DP property refers to strings of distance
j
k upj to δk+1 k− δk , but the weak DP
−δk
`k
property only refers to strings of distance up to log d ≤ δk+1
. Thus, the algorithm
log d
uses O(log d) separate paths in order to cover the candidates in Ik which is of length δk+1 − δk .
This increases the space usage by a O(log d) factor, but the time cost remains the same.
Finally, the two properties we require from the clustering for type τnr are: (1) if two
`k
strings of type τnr are at distance at most b log
d c then these strings appear together in some
cluster, and (2) all of the strings in a cluster share a common seed of length 3`k . The details
for finding such a clustering are non-obvious and are left for the full version.
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bcd

y
𝑃%

𝑃&

𝑃'
x

a
𝑃" , 𝑃$

𝑃"
𝑃#
𝑃$
𝑃%
𝑃&

= abcdabcdabcdabcccd
= abcdabcdabcdabcdab
= bcdabcdabcdabcdabc
= xyxyxyxyxyxyxyxyx
= yxyxyxyxyxyxyxyxy

Figure 3 Example of connected components for clusters of pattern prefixes of type τpr .

Clustering for type τpr . The general idea for treating strings of type τpr is based on the
following properties. Recall the definition of base from the clustering of τnpr . Let P ∈ Dk be
of type τpr . Notice that Since P is of length 5`k and the base of P is of length 3`k , then
the two leftmost occurrences of the base in P (one of which is the prefix of P ) must overlap.
Denote the location of the second occurrence of the base by r(P ) + 1. We prove (in the full
version) that the prefix of P which ends after the second occurrence of the base in P (that is
at location r(P ) + 3`k ) must be periodic, and the principal period of this prefix is exactly
the prefix P [1..r(P )], which is the prefix of P up to the second occurrence of the base. Using
periodicity techniques we are able to prove that for every two strings P, P 0 ∈ Dk of type τpr ,
if the distance between the strings is at most `k ≥ δk+1 − δk , then: (1) r(P ) = r(P 0 ), and
(2) P [1..r(P 0 )] is a cyclic shift of P 0 [1..r(P 0 )]. Thus, we cluster the strings in τpr such that
for every two strings P and P 0 in the same cluster: (1) r(P ) = r(P 0 ), and (2) P [1..r(P 0 )]
is a cyclic shift of P 0 [1..r(P 0 )]. This will help us guarantee that the strong DP property
holds. Finally, the cyclic shift naturally defines a directed cycle in Gk which captures the
synchronization between the strings in a cluster, see Figure 3. Notice that it is possible that
the same string will occur several times in a text at locations in a range shorter than `k . This
case occurs only for strings that have a short period (less than `k ), and is straightforward
to show that all of these strings must be of type τpr . Thus, the cyclic graph description
captures the relationship between possible occurrences of such a periodic string in the text,
but also leads to the possibility of having a non-simple path represent many candidates.
Combining the three types. For type τnr we are able to guarantee the weak DP property,
while for τnpr and τpr we are able to guarantee the strong DP property, but for each type
separately. That is, for two strings P, P 0 ∈ Dk of different types, there is no path in Gk from
a vertex corresponding to P to a vertex corresponding to P 0 . Thus, our algorithm creates a
separate instance for each one of the three types, and runs them concurrently. Notice that it
is possible for a candidate c to be of one type when c is in Ik and of a different type when c
enters Ik+1 . This is permissable since there are separate graphs for different values of k.
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